The Glade Arts Foundation offers a diverse program of exciting art
experiences for learners of all ages. Gain fresh perspectives and find your
passion in studio art through weekly classes and immersive workships, or
enhance understanding through lecture series on art history, and other art
related topics. Courses range from a single hour to immersive weekend to
eight weeks of study: one of these formats is bound to fit your schedule and
heart’s desire!

Glade Art Classes
ART MAKES LIFE BEAUTIFUL

Popcorn Series- Stand-alone workshop or lecture on a single
fascinating topic presented by an expert in the field.

Lecture Series- Content on a varierty of engaging topics presented
in digestible bits, building to greater appreciation and understanding

Workshop Series- Immersive study over a period of a few days
delivers a powerhouse of information in a hands-on format.

Weekly Classes- The study of one art discipline over an extended
time period fosters a logical progression in mastery and the
development of style

gladeartsfoundation.org/education

281-705-3882

Summer-Fall

Self-Portrait in Clay

Lori Betz

Each student will be taught how to do a life casting of their face, then they will enhance the clay
replica in an expressive way to create a self portrait that reflects their own unique style and
personality. The class will be working with water-based clay and body double silk casting silicone.

Mixed Media Surfaces

In this class participants will explore a variety of collage and layering techniques for *building mixed
surfaces* to achieve the elements of composition. Beginning by working loosely and intuitively, and
allowing the layered work itself to become an element that guides us to our intended final
composition, the emphasis is on keeping it fresh. The water-based layering will include paper and
printed collage material, acrylic paint and medium, loose gesture drawing, and use of found objects.
Paper scraps and leftover supplies will be artistically recycled to create interesting collage material.

August 4-5 10am - 4pm $195 16+

June 22-24 22, 6-8pm 23 - 24 10am - 3pm $300 High School / Adults

Learn Mosaic Art

Alex Bunch

Students will learn about and create their own mosaic art work using smooth shaped glass and
ceramic pieces (provided). Students may also use any personal items they would like to bring to work
in to their picture. (No cutting of glass is involved) For this class, several kid-friendly shapes and sizes
will be available to choose from, ensuring those who participate have a fun, creative and successful
piece of art when the class is complete.

July 14 10am - 1:30pm $50 Ages 7-12

Mixed Media Selfie

Susan Best

The Artist’s Way

Cynthia Reid

A Spiritual Path to Higher Creativity by Julia Cameron was published as a self-help book teaching
techniques to assist people in discovering their own creativity. The book has sold millions of copies
worldwide and spurred the creation of study groups such as this one. Have you heard about this
book and wondered what it’s all about? Maybe you followed the twelve week program years ago and
are ready for another go-round, or went through the program on your own and would like the support
of a group. Whatever your reason, the time is ripe! There is a facilitator for this discussion group
rather than an instructor.

Aug 24, 31 Sept 7,14,21,28 Oct 5,12,19,26 Nov 2, 9, 16

1:30 am - noon $50
Highschool / Adults

Jamie Landry

Participants will create a unique self-portrait in the style of their choosing by exploring traditional and
unexpected mixed media techniques. Drawing ability is not needed, just a love for art, color, and
creating! Come join us, it’s going to be a blast! All supplies will be provided but students are
encouraged to bring a pair of tweezers, and several images of themselves; these can be printed or
accessed from their phones.

July 17-20 1pm - 4pm $175 High School / Adults

Lets Try Watercolor!

Cynthia Reid

Have you always wanted to try painting with watercolor, but weren’t sure how to begin? Or maybe
it’s been a long time since you painted, and you need a review, and a push to restart! Let instructor
Cynthia Reid guide you through the basics of watercolor, including materials, marks, washes, wet-inwet, textural techniques, and more. No experience or drawing ability necessary, and all materials are
supplied. Join us!

July 22,29 August 5,12,19,26 1pm - 4pm $295 High School / Adults

Expand your Canvas

Kris Canestorp

Students will take a 2D canvas and turn it into a multi-layered, textural work of art. Using acrylic paint,
acrylic mediums and a variety of collage elements such as old photographs and vintage magazines,
students will work in layers, adding interest and depth. They will finalize their piece by adding
sculptural 3D forms to the canvas. All supplies will be provided, but students are encouraged to bring
their own

July 24-27 9 am - noon $170 High School / Adults

Instructors Work
1. Cynthia Reid
2. Lori Betz
3. Susan Best

